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Stabilization of self-focusing instability in wide-aperture semiconductor lasers
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~Received 1 November 2001; published 23 April 2002!

A mechanism for the stabilization of the output of filamentary broad-area edge-emitting semiconduct
lasers is analyzed experimentally and theoretically. This mechanism occurs when the carrier density is profi
in the transverse direction. The laser structure consisted of a wide-aperture edge-emitting laser diode opera
in pulsed mode to avoid thermal guiding effects. The injection current profile was modified from the usua
step-function case to a Lorentzian-like profile through the inclusion of a 10mm p-type epitaxial spreading
layer. The resulting nonlinear transverse mode is described and the possibility of its observation in tw
transverse dimensions is discussed.
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sulting current profile shape can be determined from
spontaneous emission profile below threshold. As can
seen in Fig. 2 the current profile is modified from the usu
top-hat injection to a smooth bell-shaped profile@full width
at half maximum~FWHM! 80 mm from a 5 mm contact
stripe#. However, as well as increasing carrier spreading, t
modification of the material structure resulted in increas
Ohmic heating because of an increase in the series resist
of the laser. This heating profile can result in a therma
induced refractive index profile which may induce instab
ties in the optical field. To avoid these heating effects in
study of current profiling we excited the laser with electric
pulses. The width of the electrical pulse was 100 ns, whic
long enough to capture the full carrier-field interaction wh
avoiding thermal issues. The resulting near- and far-field d
tributions are shown in Fig. 2. Generally, the near field w
single lobed while the far field consisted of two lobes sy
metrically placed about the optic axis. This behavior p
sisted from the onset of lasing up to ten times threshold.

To examine the relationship between near- and far-fi
intensity profiles, we reimaged the near field associated w
different parts of the far field@27#. Thus, a spatial filter was
inserted in the far field before reimaging the near field ont
photodiode array. The lens used had a focal length sev
times the Raleigh length of the device~numerical aperture
0.28, f 514.5 mm!; thus the plane of the lens was approx
mated to the far field and spatial filtering could be perform
just after the lens. As the spatial filter was introduced,
observed that each lobe of the far field was associated
one-half of the near field, as shown in Fig. 3. Generally,

FIG. 1. Cross section of thep spreading layer device. The thic
p layer allows the carriers to spread, thus smoothing the injec
profile in the active region.
I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of transverse structures of optical syste
has been the subject of many studies to investigate pat
formation when spatial diffusion remains small compared
diffraction @1#. Experimental studies include sodium vapo
@2#, liquid-crystal valves@3#, photorefractive crystals@4,5#,
optical parametric oscillators@6#, and large-aspect-ratio la
sers such as carbon dioxide@7–9# or semiconductor lasers
@10,11#. In semiconductor lasers, the curvature of the valen
and conduction bands lead to a carrier-dependent refrac
index @12#. In general, the refractive index decreases as
carrier density increases. As a result, any localized deple
of the carrier density creates a waveguide which focuses
light and causes further depletion of the~local! carrier den-
sity. This self-focusing mechanism generates hig
brightness, unstable filaments of light@13–15# which are
similar to the Benjamin-Feir instability observed within th
Ginzburg-Landau equations@16#. In semiconductor lasers
this unstable self-focusing deteriorates the spatial cohere
of the beam. Moreover, the presence of high-intensity fi
ments of light can also lead to catastrophic optical damag
the laser facet@17#. There have been three main approach
taken to suppress these instabilities. The first involves mo
fying the material structure to reduce the phase-amplitu
coupling with, for example, quantum dot materials@18# or by
introducing strain@19#. A second approach relies on th
modification of the laser resonator@20–23#. Yet another ap-
proach uses a spatially varying pump profile to reduce
onset of filamentation@24#. In this paper, we first present
method to achieve such a spatially varying pump profi
before describing the experimental results and the underly
theory.

II. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF SPATIALLY
VARYING PUMP PROFILE

Current profiling is an attractive control technique as
does not require complex material growth or laser process
techniques. It has been implemented through the use o
patterned electrode@24# or inclusion of an extra spreading
layer @25,26#. Experimental current profiling was achieve
here using the latter technique as shown in Fig. 1. The
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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V. VOIGNIER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053807
also observe some modulation in the reimaged near-field
tensity, whose frequency can be varied with filter positio
As each lobe in the far field is off axis, the near field can
decoupled into two spatially distinct counterpropagat
traveling waves. Furthermore, we have no crossing ove
the spatially distinct optical fields as they propagate fr
near to far field, i.e., light from the left side of the laser form
the left lobe of the far field, and vice versa. Thus, the
traveling waves are generated in the center of the pum
region and propagate toward the edges.

The near field was then resolved into its longitudin
mode components to determine how different longitudi
modes couple to generate these spatial patterns. As show
@27#, each longitudinal mode displays the same spatial
havior as the total near field and thus we conclude that
transverse traveling-wave selection is independent of
multilongitudinal mode nature of the laser. We note that
beam can be focused down to to a well-defined spot wh
corresponds to a virtual source point of 5mm ~Fig. 4!. To
investigate the level of coherence between the two trave
waves in the near field~and hence the two lobes in the fa
field!, we used a Michelson interferometer to interfere o
lobe with the other. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The h
visibility of the interference fringes indicates a high level
coherence between the two traveling waves.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

Several schemes to model broad-area semiconducto
sers have been presented in the literature, each differin

FIG. 2. Laser characteristic near fields@left, below threshold
~dashed! and above threshold~solid!# and far fields@right, just
above threshold~dashed! and ten times threshold~solid!#. In the
pulsed regime~100 ns pulses!, the single-lobed near field results i
a double-lobed far field.

FIG. 3. Reimaged near fields when a spatial filter is progr
sively inserted in the far field from the right side. Top: total ne
field. Middle: all of the right lobe is cut. Bottom: all of the righ
lobe and part of the left lobe are cut. This demonstrates the sp
interdependence between the near and far fields.
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the level of approximation. A full description of the syste
involves using many-body theory at a microscopic level
model material response and a fully space-time-resol
wave equation@28#. A commonly used approximation is t
describe the material frequency response and the ph
amplitude coupling nonlinearity at a macroscopic level@29#.
Furthermore, if longitudinal mode dynamics are unimporta
~which, as mentioned earlier, is the case here!, the wave
equation can be integrated in time and transverse spatia
ordinates alone@30#. Our approach will follow the latter
scheme. A Lorentzian gain curve was used since experim
tally lasing occurs only in a few modes located at the peak
the gain. This model is based on Maxwell-Bloch equatio
where a term has been added to take into account nonlin
ties associated with the linewidth enhancement factor,
where the pump current depends on the transverse co
nates. Furthermore, the model neglects carrier trans
within the active region@31#.

In a dimensionless form, the equations read

] tE52kF12 id1 ia~D21!2 i
a

2
¹ r

2GE2kP,

] tP52g'@DE1~11 id!P#, ~1!

] tD52g i@2 1
2 ~E* P1EP* !1D2 j ~r !#,

wherer is the transverse coordinate vector,E(r ) is the com-
plex amplitude of the longitudinal mode,P(r ) is the com-
plex polarization of the medium,D(r ) is the population in-
version, j (r ) is the normalized pump profile,k, g' , andg i

are, respectively, the field, polarization, and inversion de
rates,d is the cavity detuning,a accounts for the phase
amplitude coupling,¹ r

2 is the transverse Laplacian, anda is
the diffraction parameter. We setd50 ~perfect cavity reso-
nance!. Unless otherwise stated, the results presented
used the following parameters:k51 ~the time unit in the
model is 1 ps!, a54, a51 ~the length unit in the model is 5
mm!, g'510, andg i5531023. These parameters are typ
cal for semiconductor lasers.

To understand the spatiotemporal complexity of semic
ductor lasers, we note that these equations can be reduc

] tE52kF12
J~r !

11uEu2 1 iaS J~r !

11uEu2
21D2 i

a

2
¹ r

2GE,

-
r

ial

FIG. 4. Focusing properties of the current spreading laser~left!
and demonstration of coherence between two far-field lobes usi
Michelson interferometer~right!.
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STABILIZATION OF SELF-FOCUSING INSTABILITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 053807
when the polarization and carrier dynamics are elimina
either adiabatically or by multiscale analysis. In the lat
case, which is commonly carried out just above thresh
we have 1/(11uEu2).12uEu2, which reduces the abov
equation to the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. This
neric equation describes many nonlinear systems and m
dynamical laser models can be reduced to it with adequ
approximations. For a constant-current profile, this equa
does not have stable steady-state solutions due to
Benjamin-Feir instability@32#.

IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Broad-area laser

To describe broad-area edge-emitting lasers, Eqs.~1! were
integrated over one transverse dimension with a square p
profile. When the laser operated above threshold filamen
dynamics ensued. Typical filamentation dynamics are
picted in Fig. 5 where the pump profile width was 40mm.
Although the intensity average does not vary greatly acr
the pumped region, the instantaneous intensity snapshot
plays sharp peaks corresponding to unstable filaments.
this filamentary dynamics which destroys the spatial coh
ence of the beam. These filaments are typically 5mm wide
and have a lifetime of the order of the relaxation oscillati
time. This behavior has been experimentally observed in@14#
and investigated theoretically in@15#.

B. Profiled injection

The current profile used to model our laser was de
mined by the shape of the spontaneous emission profile
low threshold~Fig. 2! and was approximated by a Lorentzia
profile. The resulting near field consists of two spatially d
tinct counterpropagating transverse traveling waves ge
ated at the center of the profile. These stable waves resu
a single-lobed near-field intensity and double-lobe far-fi
intensity, each lobe being associated with one traveling w
~Fig. 6! as described in@27#. The wave vector of the travel
ing wave and thus the divergence of the far field were
pendent on thea factor. Further agreement between simu
tion and experiment was obtained by reproduc
theoretically the effect of spatial filtering in the far field o
the near field. The results can be seen in Fig. 7.

FIG. 5. Simulated instantaneous~solid! and time-averaged
~dashed! optical fields of step-function laser displaying filamenta
dynamics.
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The traveling-wave solution can be obtained by solvi
Eqs. ~1! or the Ginzburg-Landau equation for monochr
matic solutions@E(x,t)5E(x)eivt#. There is usually no ana
lytical solution except in the special case of constant pu
profile with the field fixed to zero at a point@33#. In our case,
there is no analytical solution to our knowledge. However
we assume the intensity profile of the laser follows the c
rent profile we can qualitatively obtain traveling-wave so
tions. As a result, the laser has a single-lobed near field w
the associated double-lobed far field@34#. This demonstrates
the existence of traveling-wave solutions but does not
dress their stability. The numerical integration of th
Maxwell-Bloch equations demonstrates the stability of t
traveling-wave solutions under profiled injection.

To further characterize the optical field, we numerica
propagated the theoretical near field through a lens by i
grating the Fresnel equations. This was also performed
perimentally by placing a lens in the far field of the laser a
a linear photodiode array at a fixed distance from the la
The lens position in the propagation direction was control
by a piezoelectric positioner. Individual scans of the tra
verse beam profile as the optical field propagated from

FIG. 6. Characteristic far field~right! and near field~left! result-
ing from a Lorentzian pumping profile in the simulation. The fa
field intensity exhibits two lobes as in the experiment. The n
field is composed of two counterpropagating traveling waves~bot-
tom, real part of electric field! while its intensity~top! follows the
pump profile.

FIG. 7. Reformed near field after part of the far field of Fig.
has been removed~1, no filter; 2, angles greater than 3.4° remove
3, angles greater than22.3° removed!. Note the appearance o
fringes, whose frequency depends on the position of the filter
seen in the experiment~Fig. 3!.
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V. VOIGNIER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053807
far field ~at the lens! through the reimaged near field an
onto the reimaged far field were acquired by varying the l
position and are compared with the theoretical case in Fig
It has been shown experimentally and theoretically that
type of propagation can be used to fully reconstruct the
tical phase and intensity profiles at the source@35# and thus
contains all of the information about our beam~Fig. 9!.

The mechanism for filamentation stabilization is the f
lowing: profiling the pump current induces a carrier dens
profile, which in turn induces an index profile through t
phase-amplitude coupling term. Since the refractive ind
decreases with increasing carrier density, the index profil
antiguiding. This antiguiding profile prevents the formati
of filaments by spreading intensity irregularities, the seed
filamentation. Thus it counteracts the destabilizing se
focusing which occurs in the case of top-hat injection.
illustrate this mechanism, a background antiguiding ind
profile was introduced into the above model with a squ
injection profile. This index profile was implemented by co
sidering the cavity detuning~d! as a spatially varying param
eter, i.e.,d5d01d(x). This antiguiding profile was found to
stabilize the usually unstable square injection profile.

C. Stability of profiled injection

We investigated the influence of different parameters
the stability of the traveling-wave solution. Increasing t

FIG. 8. Theoretical~bottom! and experimental~top! propagation
of nonlinear mode from the far field at a lens~far left! through the
focus point.

FIG. 9. Simulated focus point of nonlinear mode. Note the go
overall agreement with experiment~Fig. 4!.
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peak pump of the profile, the width of the profile, or th
self-focusing factor beyond a critical value will bring th
laser into a filamentation regime~Fig. 10!.

It is interesting to note that the profile shape determin
the stability range. We looked at the critical profile width f
different profile shapes~Lorentzian, Gaussian, triangular!.
For a maximum pump value of three times threshold and
other parameters as in Sec. III, the triangular was the m
stable profile with a critical width~FWHM! of 160 mm fol-
lowed by the Lorentzian~critical width 115 mm!, and the
least stable was the Gaussian~critical width 60mm!.

V. EXTENSION OF STABILIZATION MECHANISM TO
TWO DIMENSIONS

Both experimental and numerical results previously p
sented are related to edge-emitting devices, i.e., one tr
verse dimension. It is interesting to consider how these
sults can be extended to the two-transverse-dimension c
e.g., vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers~VCSELs!. To de-
scribe VCSEL dynamics we integrated the model previou
outlined~see Sec. III! over two spatial dimensions~2D!. We
compared a square profile with a cylindrically symmet
Lorentzian profile. In the case of the former the laser d
played complex filamentary dynamics similar to the on
dimensional case. In the case of the profiled injection, cy
drically symmetric traveling waves are observed in the la
near field, similar to those observed in the one-dimensio
case. Those two cases are displayed in Fig. 11. Howe
since the stabilizing mechanism is based on antiguiding

d

FIG. 10. Graphs depicting range of stability of nonlinear mo
with respect to pump current anda factor ~left! and profile width
and inversion decay time~right!.

FIG. 11. Real part of the electric field of a 2D laser with
square~left! and Lorentzian~right! current profile, thus demonstrat
ing nonlinear mode stabilization in two dimensions by current p
filing.
7-4
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fects, we should expect an increase in the diffraction los
of the gain-profiled laser in both one- and two-dimensio
cases. This should result in an increase of the threshold
rent. To quantify the magnitude of this effect, we varied t
antiguide strength by varying thea factor and measured th
resulting increase in the threshold current. This increas
threshold is rather small in the one-dimensional case~50%
for 0,a,4! but much larger for two transverse dimensio
~100% for 0,a,2, both for a Lorentzian profile!. No no-
ticeable change in threshold current was observed whe
square profile was used, in either one or two dimensions

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we presented a mechanism for obtain
stable traveling waves in the transverse section of a semi
ductor laser. This was illustrated with experimental and
merical results utilizing the technique of transverse curr
s.
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profiling. The stabilized laser field can be described a
single nonlinear transverse mode whose stability is limi
by various factors, namely, temperature gradients, pro
type and width, pump level, carrier lifetime, and phas
amplitude coupling. This mode was also demonstrated to
a stable solution in the two-transverse-dimension case~e.g., a
VCSEL!. The underlying physics of current profiling coul
be extended to the case of transversely coupled laser
engineer phase-locked laser arrays.
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